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NEW
TOOLING!

1:43 SCALE 
LAND ROVER
TICKFORD 

UK & EIRE 2 Guineas (2.10) USA $5.00Issue 250 ,
NEW
Tooling!

NEWFord Cortina MkII Crayford
Convertible - Blue Mink, Roof Up
                                         SCALE       PRICE
43CCC001A         1:43  £25.95

Ford Cortina MkII Crayford 
Convertible - Blue Mink, Roof Up
The Ford Cortina was the UK’s best- selling car of the

1970s.  Built between 1962 and 1982 by Ford UK at their

Dagenham plant, the Mark II was introduced in 1966 - the

year of our Oxford replica.  It came as a 2-door, 4-door

saloon and a 5-door estate and with an engine size from

1.2L to a 3.0L V8.  With five generations of the Cortina

marque it is no wonder that there were modifications by

external body specialists, such as Crayford Engineering.

Crayford Engineering was a Kent based coachbuilder

formed in 1962 by Jeffrey Smith and David McMullan.  

The company specialised in taking desirable cars of the

era and converting them into estates and convertibles.  

The Crayford Cortina Mk II convertible was built in very

small numbers, so they are very collectable today.

Our 1:43 scale model Cortina Mk II Crayford Convertible

is registered SOO 661D from 1966.  It is a 2-door

version and appears for the first time with its roof up.

Delicately coloured in pale blue and pale cream roof, the

interior is black with silver trim.  Note the sporty three

spoked steering wheel and the highly detailed dashboard.

Externally, the car features silver trim and two extra fine

details include the highly decorative wheel centre caps

and the red GT badge positioned centrally behind the

rear wheel arches.  

Something different to add to your 1:43 scale

1960s/1970s British Classic car line-up!
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The Christmas

Model for All

Platinum Members

will be sent out over

the next week. 

We are ending 2020 with the release of the 250th edition of the Globe and with some exciting

new tooling releases just in time for Christmas. 

It has been an eventful year and we are not out of the deep end yet, but we are starting to see

the end of the tunnel.  We, as a company, continue to dig our way through the challenges we

have faced over this last year.  We hope to come away from the pandemic with many lessons

learnt and an idea of where we need to go.

Even though we have faced a tough year, we have delivered a lot of product.  New tooling

consisted of The Bentley State Limousine, Bentley Continental, Audi Quattro, Audi S3, Road

Roller and Tar Spreader, Electric Taxi, Mercedes Sprinter Van, Cadillac Eldorado, Chevrolet

Corvair, Chevrolet Panel Van, Pontiac Chieftain, Ford Escort MkI & MkII, and the Ford Capri MkII. 

We want to thank each and every one of you who purchased the Humberside Fire and Rescue

Scania in celebration of Remembrance Day that we released last month.  We have now sold out

and a donation to charity will be made shortly. 

Finally, I want to thank you again for all your support.  I wish you all a very Merry Christmas 

and a Happy New Year.  Spend it with or thinking of your loved ones and most importantly - 

Stay Safe. 
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1:43 SCALE
Land Rover Tickford - Two-tone Green
The legendary Land Rover was launched

in 1948 to instant acclaim.  A year

later and decades before the ‘smart’

set adopted the marque for urban

and fashionable use, Rover saw an

opportunity to offer a more refined

model, which they thought would be ideal

for travelling from farm to town or for

getting around to sporting pursuits

with a little more glamour and

comfort.  They sought out

Tickford, who were based in

Newport Pagnell, to design the

coachwork for the station wagon

which incorporated aluminium

panels over a wooden frame.  The

interior sported leather seats and a

heater, whist the body had a split rear

tailgate and a smart metal cover for the spare wheel.  

Unfortunately, the Land Rover station wagon was classed

as a passenger car and was therefore subject to purchase

tax, which almost doubled the price for the motorist.  

As a result, the modified Land Rover Tickford sales were

painfully slow and it was withdrawn in 1951 after only

641 had been made.  Today, of course, the Tickford is

extremely rare and it is estimated that only 20 still exist. 

Our 1:43 scale model is registered JDG 135 and dates

from 1949.  Authentic down to the last detail, it is

decorated in dark green with a light green roof and spare

wheel cover.  Exterior trim is finished in both black and

chrome.  The interior features bright green seats to the

front and the back, dark green frame, light green door

panels, black floor and a black steering wheel.

In real life, JDG 135 was purchased by the British Motor

Museum in 2005 where it is on view, alongside the most

famous Land Rover of all, HUE 166, also the subject of a

previously released Oxford replica. 

NEWJaguar V12 E Type Coupé - 
Old English White
                                    SCALE       PRICE
43JAGV12006  1:43  £24.95

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEWLand Rover Tickford - 
Two-tone Green
                          SCALE       PRICE
43TIC001   1:43  £23.95

NEW
Tooling!

Jaguar V12 E Type Coupé - Old English White
Classic, timeless and every popular is the much-loved ‘E’

Type Jaguar from the 1960s and 1970s.  Its appeal has

resulted in many accolades, including its inclusion in the

100 most beautiful cars of all time where it topped the

charts.  Designed by Jaguar Cars designer Malcolm Sayer

and assembled at the Coventry Plant, it was first

introduced in 1961 under a sports car classification.  

Its good looks, high performance and relative affordability

have made it a motoring icon. 

For its latest Oxford outing in 1:43 scale,

it appears in a favourite colour

scheme of its time, Old English

White, registered YON 447J from 1970-71.  Exterior trim

comprises a wealth of gleaming chrome work, even down

to the exhaust pipes, bumpers, grilles and solid style

wheels.  The interior 2 + 2 front and rear seating is

moulded in mid grey, including the rear shelf.  The steering

wheel and door cappings are finished in silver and the

floor and dashboard are black. 
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1:76 SCALE
Ford Capri MkI - Blue Mink
The Ford Capri MkI, well established in the Oxford series

of classic cars of the 1960s and 1970s, is proving just as

popular as its cousin, the Mk III.

In real life, the Capri MkI was manufactured by

Ford Europe.  With its sleek lines, the two

door car was an instant success, yet within

the financial reach of many ordinary motorists.

The MkI was assembled at the UK Halewood plant

until 1973, when it was superseded by the MkII.

For its fourth outing, our Capri is decorated in a striking

pale blue.  It also sports a black bonnet and silver

exterior trim.  The interior is moulded in black and our

Capri is registered UYD 99G from 1968/69, the first year

of its introduction into the eager hands of trendy 

image-conscious motorists of the day.

BMW M3 Coupé - Imola Red
Prestigious and high performance, the fourth generation

of the BMW M3 dates back to its introduction at the

2007 Frankfurt Motor Show.  Designated as a compact

executive sports car, the 2-door E92 coupé came

with a new 4.0L V8 engine producing 414 bhp.

Our 1:76 scale model of the M3 comes with

all the flair of the original and makes its fourth

appearance in a bright racy red, which looks

particularly good on this vehicle.  Adding to the

dramatic look, the interior including the seats is

finished in black.  Our M3 is registered YC62 BTF from

2012.  The distinctive BMW badge sits on the edge of the

coupé’s wide bonnet and the boot lid, which also features

the M3 marque printed in red, blue and silver.

BMW were to discontinue production of the attractive

M3 in 2013 in favour of the new M4 model.

Range Rover 3rd Generation - Metropolitan Police
Land Rover introduced the new 3rd generation Range

Rover in 2002 and it continued in production until 2012.

The 5-door SUV was planned and developed under BMW

ownership and this Range Rover, also known as the L322,

shared BMWs components and systems. 

Registered LX54 CVA from the second half of 2004, the

fourth release in the Oxford 1:76 scale series is

decorated in silver with the red and yellow Police banding

along the sides encased in a fine blue surround, the four

door vehicle features the Metropolitan Police logo and

strapline ‘Working for a Safer London’ on the front

doors while the rear is printed with the usual

red and yellow hazard chevrons.  The detailed

roof carries a blue and white Police light bar as well as

vehicle identification numbering so it can be easily

spotted from the air.  An interesting detail sees two blue

lights embedded into the black and silver radiator grille.  

This is an eye-catching prestigious Police car to add to

your fleet, so catch

it if you can!

NEWFord Capri MkI - Blue Mink
                                SCALE       PRICE
76CP004       1:76   £6.45

NEWBMW M3 Coupé - Imola Red
                                SCALE       PRICE
76M3004      1:76   £6.25

NEWRange Rover 3rd Generation -
Metropolitan Police
                                      SCALE      PRICE
76RR3004         1:76  £6.95
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1:76 SCALE

Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

Land Rover ½ ton Lightweight with Canvas Back -
RAF Police Akrotiri
The UK military in particular favoured the ½ ton

lightweight version of the legendary Land Rover.  Previous

releases in 1:43, N scale as well as 1:76 scale have seen it

as used by all three of the Armed Services in different

corners of the world.  This version has already appeared

in 1:43 scale and for its latest deployment in the smaller

1:76 size, our Land Rover ½ ton is stationed with RAF

Akrotiri on the Mediterranean island of Cyprus. 

Decorated in RAF Policy livery and registered 44 AJ 04,

the body colour is white with the luminous orange band

round the waist and a dark green canvas back.  The RAF

roundel is printed on the front edge of the bonnet,

which also houses the spare wheel.  A blue beacon has

been added to the centre of the roof and we see the

customary tools fixed across the rear.  Added detail

includes white wheels and a dark green interior.

This latest model should please

both Military and

Police model

collectors.

VW T4 Westfalia Camper - Silver Grey
VW’s camper vans are the bee’s knees when looking for

a reliable and well-kitted out holiday home on wheels

and their T4, first produced in 1990 proved their

enduring appeal, designed by VW’s commercial

division under contractor Westfalia. 

Our Oxford 1:76 scale model is decorated

in silver grey with black and silver exterior

trim, registered J162 GCH from 1991/92.

It has a pale grey interior and black

steering wheel.  The rear seated passengers

access the rear cabin via the sliding side door.

Note too, that our vehicle is left hand drive. 

Scammell Mechanical
Horse Flatbed - LNER
This is a great 00 scale

release for model railway

enthusiasts taking us back

to the days when Scammell

vehicles in railway goods

yards were an integral part

of the scene.  

Our model appears as a

flatbed, painted in the early

LNER livery of dark blue, white

lettering and red trim, registered BGF 195.  

Complete with its timber coloured planking, it is just

waiting for a suitable cargo of pallets, sacks of coal,

girders or any other 1:76 scale load you want moving

from your railway depot.  It is an unmissable stocking

filler for the railway enthusiast in your household!   

NEWLand Rover ½ ton Lightweight with
Canvas Back - RAF Police Akrotir
                                                  SCALE      PRICE
76LRL010                  1:76   £6.95

NEWScammell Mechanical
Horse Flatbed - LNER
                           SCALE       PRICE
76MH020   1:76  £10.95

NEWVW T4 Westfalia 
Camper - Silver Grey
                           SCALE       PRICE
76T4005     1:76   £6.75
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

1:76 SCALE

Showmans Caravan - Maroon
Oxford’s newly tooled Showmans Caravan looks

extremely regal, decorated in a rich maroon and bright

yellow colour scheme with white roof and cream doors.  

The gold and maroon contrasting lining out on the body

is finely executed, the tow hook is painted black and

yellow and the wheels are yellow with maroon

mudguards.  There is even a chimney on the roof too.

And - are those lace curtains printed on each of the

windows!  We are sure this must be the living quarters

for someone important on the showground, so position it

accordingly on your diorama! 

NEW
Tooling!

Water Bowser Alan Sparkes
                                SCALE       PRICE
76WB001      1:76   £8.95

NEWShowmans Caravan - Maroon
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76SCV001        1:76  £12.95

Ploughing Engine15334 
Lady Caroline and Plough
                              SCALE        PRICE
76FBB005    1:76  £29.95

Living Wagon - Maroon/Red
                                SCALE       PRICE
76LW001       1:76   £11.95
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1:76 SCALE

Thornycroft Nubian - Duxford
Transport Equipment Ltd’s Thornycroft Nubian Major was

first introduced in 1966 as a high performance crash

tender chassis carrying increased loads of foam and water

supplies delivered by the roof mounted monitor and

separate hand lines.  Powered by a Cummings V-8 diesel

engine the 18 ton vehicle could exceed a speed of 60

m.p.h. Carmichael’s ‘Jetranger’ was quickly adapted by

many airport and military authorities worldwide with

several fire engineering firms producing airport fire

engines on the chassis. 

On our 1:76 scale replica, the Duxford Airport Fire

Services lettering features along the sides of the

appliance, which is registered PUS 270M from 1973/74.

The intricate cab and  tender roof detailing is amazing, 

as is the high level of paintwork, from the main red body

colour to detailed yellow, black and silver masking

operations.  The black and silver radiator grille features

the elongated Thornycroft ‘T’ badge.  A tiny detail

comprises the Duxford Airport Fire Services crest which

is printed on both the cab doors.  The crest, which 

reads Duxford Airport Fire Services, depicts a figure on 

a winged horse.  It is a modified version of the original

more detailed RAF Station Duxford crest which had 

the motto Verrimus Caelum - We sweep the skies.

Evocative indeed!

VW T4 Van - Bob’s Hot Dogs
The last time we encountered Bob’s Hot Dogs, he was in

a mobile trailer which Oxford have released in both 1:76

and 1:148 scale.  Bob has certainly gone up in the world

so his tasty snacks are obviously raking in the profits.  

He has elevated himself to a superb VW T4 Van - and

with right hand drive. 

The van is certainly eye-catching with a cream upper

body, bright yellow roof and a tomato red and yellow

striped lower body, enhanced with graphics of what

he has on offer.  The interior is also moulded in

cream with a black steering wheel.  Bob is still 

selling his hot pies, sausages, burgers and sandwiches,

alongside soup and other tasty snacks.  The VW T4 is

registered J458 CWT from 1991/92 and will stand

comfortably amongst your other Oxford food and drink

vending vehicles. 

NEWVW T4 Van - Bob’s Hot Dogs
                                SCALE       PRICE
76T4007        1:76   £6.95

NEWThornycroft Nubian - Duxford
                                   SCALE       PRICE
76TN005         1:76  £18.95
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1:72
SCALEAVIATION

Westland Lysander - RAF R9125, 225 Squadron
This highly detailed Westland Lysander is a replica of

R9125, which survived World War II and is now on display

in the RAF Museum in Hendon, London.

The Lysander was a British Army liaison aircraft which

had been made initially under licence in Canada and

introduced in 1939.  No. 225 Squadron was based at

Odiham in Hampshire and equipped with Westland

Lysanders, our model being one which

joined the Squadron in 1940.  It was used

for reconnaissance patrols along the

south coast of England between

September of that year and April 1941.

Note the Squadron Code LX-L along

the fuselage which denotes an

allocation date of April 

1939 and worn from then until April 1942.

Decorated in the dark earth and dark green camouflage

scheme, the underside is painted in a light duck egg green

camouflage.  The RAF roundels appear in red and blue on

the upper wings and in red, blue and yellow on the

fuselage alongside the black R9125 numbering.  A fine

detail sees the engine interior behind the nose cone

painted black.  The cockpit interior is also well detailed,

moulded in a grey green with black instrument panel.

There are also two wheel lights painted metallic

silver on the front of the

wheel housing.

Hawker Typhoon MkIB - Wing Commander Charles
Green, 121 Squadron RAF Holmsley South, June 1944
The Hawker Typhoon was a single-seat, fighter-bomber,

first introduced in 1941.  It was used primarily as a night-

time intruder and long-range fighter and was equipped

initially with bombs and four 20mm Hispano auto

cannons.  Later RP-3 rockets were added to its armoury.

Our 1:72 scale model is as flown by Wing Commander

Charles Green, who was born in Southern Rhodesia, now

Zimbabwe.  He enlisted as a pilot in 1938 and was posted

to RAF Coastal Command in 1940.  In January 1944 he

was promoted to the rank of Wing Commander of 121

Wing based at RAF Holmsley South flying Typhoons,

complete 

with rocket 

firing capability.  

So armed, in the

summer of 1944, his

Squadron waged a successful battle in

the Falaise region of Northern France

against the German Panzer Division.

However on 26th December that year on

another mission, Charles Green had to

bale out and was captured.  He became a

POW in Stalag Luft 1 but was returned

to the UK in May 1945.  He was awarded the DSO and

Bar as well as the DFC for his wartime achievements. 

He died in Durban, South Africa in 2001 aged 88. 

Our model of his Typhoon is decorated in the two-tone

grey and dark green camouflage scheme with the white

bands to wings and fuselage, introduced on all Allied

aircraft during and after the Normandy Landings.  

The RAF roundels appear on the upper wings, on the

fuselage between the aircraft’s lettering and again on the

pale grey underwings.  Its number NM666 is also printed

in black on the fuselage, whilst further detailing sees the

four cannons painted black on the wings.

NEWWestland Lysander - 
RAF R9125, 225 Squadron
                           SCALE       PRICE
AC101        1:72  £19.95

NEW
Hawker Typhoon MkIB -
W/C Charles Green,
121 Sqn RAF Holmsley
South, June 1944
                      SCALE       PRICE
AC100     1:72  £16.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
Tel: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

N SCALE
Ford 400E Van - Fordson Tractors
The latest livery on Oxford’s Ford 400E Van is one that

appeared some time ago in both 1:43 and 1:76 scale.

Registered 4171 FT, our little service van is painted in sky

blue and pale orange with detailed graphics in the side

panel promoting the Fordson Super Service.  The Fordson

Farming crest is printed on the side and rear doors and

the Ford Thames name also appears in the centre of the

flat front between the windscreen and the grille, as well

as above the rear number plate.

Made by Ford UK, the 400E was a popular small

commercial vehicle between its launch in 1957 until 1965

when it was superseded by the Ford Transit.  Also known

as the Thames 15 cwt, the

400E was very versatile. 

New Routemaster - East London Transit
The new London Routemaster makes its

latest debut in the bright Go Ahead London

livery on Route EL1, heading for Ilford

Station. It is registered LTZ 2114 and our

double decker incorporates the front, rear

and central on and off passenger doors like

the real thing.  Decorated in the traditional

red, the addition of beige, black and light

maroon block print enhances its very

modern look.  The London General

Transport Services Ltd address in Merton,

South London, is printed to the right of the

central doors.  The roof is masked white and 

to identify the vehicle from the air, notice the black 

GAG LT914 printing.  The bus interior is grey with red

stairs to the upper deck

and red seating. 

Bristol MW6G - Eastern Counties NBC
Our bus collectors have already been treated to this

model in 1:76 scale and we are pleased to introduce the

exact same National Eastern Counties livery on our

1:148 scale Bristol MW6G too.  In the signature white,

red and blue National Bus Company livery, our single

decker is travelling to Ely as the 499 registered 3804 PW.

The interior is finished in beige with red seating and a

white steering wheel.  Additional detail sees the Bristol

name featuring diagonally across the chrome

plated radiator and the Eastern Counties

Omnibus Company contact details printed 

in silver behind the nearside front wheel.  

The Bristol MW was built by Bristol Commercial Vehicles

between 1956 and 1965.  The single passenger door was

placed in front of the front axle, which enabled the

vehicle’s use as a one-man operation - quite novel in

those early days.  All the chassis were fitted with either 

a 5-cylinder or 6-cylinder Gardner engine, this designated

MW5G or - in the case of our 

model - MW6G.

NEWBristol MW6G - 
Eastern Counties NBC
                             SCALE       PRICE
NMW6003  1:148  £8.95

NEWFord 400E Van - 
Fordson Tractors
                            SCALE       PRICE
NFDE011    1:148  £5.65

NEWNew Routemaster - 
East London Transit
                            SCALE       PRICE
NNR008    1:148  £9.95
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Volvo NH12 Fridge - Coca Cola
                               SCALE       PRICE
CR043CC       1:50  £24.95

7 Piece Royals Set
                          SCALE       PRICE
76SET74    1:76  £42.95

3 Piece VW Set - Coca Cola
                             SCALE       PRICE
76SET60CC  1:76   £17.95

CHRISTMAS GIFT GUIDE

3-piece JCB Anniversary Set
                        SCALE       PRICE
76SET76   1:76  £69.95

Scania T Cab Box Trailer - 
Coca Cola Xmas
                                    SCALE       PRICE
76TCAB004CC  1:76  £24.95
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Oxford Diecast, PO Box 636, Southampton SO14 0TJ
TeL: 02380 248850  www.oxforddiecast.co.uk

NEW MODEL!

The Oxford Rail products are competitively priced and are not part of the multi-purchasing.  We have other products in development.

NEW MODEL!

OR76N7004  1:76 - £114.95
BR Late 0-6-2 Class N7

No.69670

OR76TK2005  1:76 - £21.95
Fisons Sulphuric Acid No3

1 12 Ton Tank wagon

OR76ROR002B  
1:76 - £7.45

Network Rail 
Road Rail 
Defender

OR76ROR003B  1:76 - £7.45
British Rail Road Rail Defender

OR76ROR007  1:76 - £7.45
Road Rail Defender - Carillion
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AR165 Bus & Coach Album: 1 : The Auto Review series includes many titles relating to
builders of buses; AEC, Bedford, Leyland and more.  In this publication we look at firms whose
principal work was to fit bus or coach bodies to chassis made by other firms.  There have been
many dozens, probably hundreds, of such UK companies, so we do not claim that this is a
complete survey of all British coachbuilders.   This is such a large subject that we have divided it
over two volumes; in these pages we cover coachbuilders based in England. 

In Auto Review 175 Bus & Coach Album: 2 we will cover Scottish, Irish and Welsh
coachbuilders, plus bus bodies produced by operators themselves, along with the major
railway undertakings, and finally some coverage of those firms whose main purpose in life
was to convert delivery vans or lorry chassis into minibuses or midibuses. 

AUTO REVIEW BOOKS £5.95 

AR153 AR152 AR151AR154AR155AR156AR157

AR160 AR159 AR158AR161AR162AR163AR164

AR146 AR145 AR144AR147AR148AR149AR150

AR165
NEW

AR166 Made in Switzerland: Few Swiss-made vehicles are known to enthusiasts in other
countries, perhaps with the exception of the Swiss PTT post buses.  Switzerland was fiercely
independent, however, and often cut off from international markets due to its policy of neutrality
in two world wars.  This meant that there was demand for Swiss-made vehicles, which was
served by many companies.  In these pages we have the stories of the major Swiss bus and
truck makers, Saurer, Berna and FBW, and car manufacturers which include Martini,
Monteverdi and Sauber.  Smaller firms produced exotica, such as Sbarro and Rinspeed, 
and there have been many top-class coachbuilders; Langenthal, Gangloff, Graber and others.

In all, more than 75 Swiss marques are described in this publication.

AR166
NEW

AR37a Land Rover Album: The Land Rover celebrated its 60th anniversary in 2008, the year in
which the first edition of this Auto Review book was published.  In the same year the marque
found a new owner in Tata of India.  The Land Rover was a workhorse which found a multitude 

of uses all over the world, and inspired affection in generations of owners and users.
Here we tell its story, plus those of its relatives and descendants, the Range Rover, the
Discovery, Freelander, Evoque, Velar and the new Defender.  Many other versions and
derivations are also described here.  This new and revised edition includes some text and

illustrations updated to 2020. 
AR37a
NEW
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